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Furthermore, according to a report from the Urban
Institute of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services, there has been an increased prevalence of assistive device use to facilitate increased independence with
activities of daily living such as mobility and instrumental activities of daily living [5]. Simple equipment such
as walkers, canes, and crutches showed the largest
growth in usage [5]. While research offers some indication that assistive devices may replace human help in
some cases, the effect of this is unknown [5].
Given the increase in assistive device use and the
value of physical activity, it is important to recognize that
activity varies across populations [6–7]. With such variation, it is also essential to acknowledge that facilitation of
physical activity must reflect these differences. One useful means to promote and measure activity is with an
activity monitor that, by measuring activity, can help to
grade activity changes [8] as well as motivate people to
be active [9].
The StepWatch (Orthocare Innovations; Mountlake
Terrace, Washington) is one example of a commonly
used accelerometer-based monitor that reflects physical
activity by reporting strides during ambulation. It has
been utilized and/or validated in a large number of populations, including the elderly [10–12] and those with
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INTRODUCTION
Physical activity is important for health and has been
associated with a decrease in all-cause mortality [1–3].
Additionally, physical activity has been connected to health
benefits including improved cardiorespiratory fitness, metabolic health, weight maintenance, functional health, cancer risk reduction, and improved mental health [4].

Abbreviations: ANOVA = analysis of variance, SCI = spinal
cord injury.
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spinal cord injury (SCI) [13–14], amputation [15], stroke
[16–18], muscular dystrophy [19], and diabetes mellitus
[20–22]. Some people who use mobility assistive devices
have been studied in the context of other, larger studies
using StepWatch [13–14,16–17,23–24].
Bowden and Behrman used StepWatch to monitor
ambulation in 11 persons with incomplete SCI, 9 of whom
used an ambulation device [13]. For those using ambulation aids, the overall stride accuracy of the 10-meter walk
was 97 percent, with individual stride accuracy ranging
between 85 and 100 percent [13].
In a study of activity in persons after stroke, Haeuber
et al. studied 17 people, 15 of whom used an ambulation
device [17]. StepWatch accuracy was measured using
1 min bouts of walking at self-selected and faster speeds.
For all subjects, the StepWatch reported a 94 percent
accuracy using the default configuration settings of
cadence = 80 and sensitivity = 12 [17]. Both of these
studies conclude that the StepWatch is accurate enough to
monitor the activity of persons using ambulation aids
indoors.
In a different study looking at gait in people after a
stroke, Mudge et al. described the subjects as being able
to “walk independently” with their customary orthotic
devices, but no mention was given to any ambulatory aid
[23]. While this study utilized different surfaces, there
was no clear use of ambulation aids. In a population that
uses ambulation aids such as canes, documenting gait
accuracy of the monitoring device on different surfaces
consistent with everyday mobility would be beneficial
because gait patterns often change while ambulating over
outdoor surfaces, including ramps and uneven terrain
[25–27]. These surface changes and subsequent gait pattern modifications might affect StepWatch accuracy as
well. Moreover, documenting the accuracy of a StepWatch mounted to a cane can be beneficial to studies
investigating the use of ambulation aids during everyday
mobility.
The aims of this technical report were to report on
(1) strategies to individualize StepWatch configuration
parameters for leg and cane-mounted monitors, (2) the
accuracy of the StepWatch as persons ambulate over different surfaces and grades while using a cane, and
(3) StepWatch accuracy in measuring cane-ground contact
as a practical means of documenting cane usage.

METHODS
Participants
People who used canes during ambulation were
recruited from Senior Centers and Senior Housing in
metropolitan Atlanta, Georgia. To be included in the
study, subjects had to be over 18 years old, use an assistive device for gait, have the ability to ambulate at least
10 m without rest, and be able to give informed consent.
Instrumentation
StepWatch is a U.S. Food and Drug Administrationcleared class II device designed for long-term assessment
of community walking function. It is 75 × 50 × 20 mm
and weighs 38 g. StepWatch output consists of stride
counts over a user-defined epoch. Two parameters,
cadence and sensitivity, can be adjusted for individuals.
Cadence limits the rate at which the StepWatch detects
steps. As cadence settings are raised, the device will
increase the time delay before the next stride can be
detected. Therefore, higher cadences should be chosen
for slow walkers and for people with long legs [28]. Sensitivity, on the other hand, is a measure of the amount of
movement required by the StepWatch before it detects a
step. As the sensitivity settings are raised, the device
requires more movement to record a step [28].
Protocol
Subjects were fitted with a StepWatch device. The
device was placed on each subject’s right ankle just proximal to his or her lateral malleolus using a Velcro band. A
second StepWatch device was placed on the distal end of
his or her regular cane using double-sided tape and porous
tape to further secure the device. No adjustments were
made to either the subjects’ canes or their gait patterns.
The protocol included two stages (Figure 1). In the
first stage, the StepWatch parameters were evaluated and
optimized using short bouts of mobility. Leg-monitor
accuracy was defined by comparing the number of strides
recorded by StepWatch with the number of strides
observed by a researcher. Strides were manually counted
each time the right leg had forward progression. Canemounted accuracy was defined by comparing the number
of “strides” recorded by StepWatch to the number of
times that the cane made contact with the ground as
observed by a researcher. Separate researchers used
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Figure 1.
Two-stage study protocol.

handheld counters (GOGO, Atafa; Cambridge, Massachusetts) to document strides and cane-ground contacts
for comparison with the recorded data from the leg- and
cane-mounted StepWatch devices, respectively. In the
second stage, bouts of ambulation were taken over different surfaces and grades. Leg strides and cane-ground
contacts were manually counted by separate researchers
to calculate accuracy.
For stage 1, both the leg-mounted and cane-mounted
StepWatch devices were initially configured according to
the manufacturer’s specification. The cadence setting

was defined using the individual’s height, and the suggested sensitivity setting relative to each device’s calibrated threshold was initially used [28]. These numbers
were then input into the advanced programming setting
along with a 6 s epoch time.
Calibration trial ambulation was performed in a room
such that each subject ambulated in one direction, around a
table in a circle, at a given speed. The subject then turned
around and ambulated in the opposite direction at a slower
speed. Both self-selected and slower speeds were used to
calculate accuracy. The total distance covered with each
calibration trial was typically between 30 and 50 strides.
Acceptable accuracy for both devices was defined when
the recorded strides were within 10 percent of the manually counted strides and cane-ground contacts.
Parameters for the StepWatch were modified in a
manner similar to Bowden and Behrman [13]. If the StepWatch overcounted strides, sensitivity was raised an
increment. When the monitor undercounted during the
trial, sensitivity was lowered an increment. Normally, to
minimize subject fatigue, if the device’s recorded strides
were 10 or more counts different than the counted strides
or cane-ground contacts, sensitivity was increased or
decreased by two increments rather than one. This process was repeated until StepWatch values were within
10 percent of the manual count. Figure 1 illustrates the
calibration procedure.
Once calibrated, the StepWatch devices were
remounted to each participant’s right leg and cane. Each
subject then proceeded with the validation protocol. The
validation protocol required that participants ambulate
over an indoor level surface (linoleum), an outdoor level
surface (sidewalk), an outdoor uneven surface (grass), up
and down a ramp, and up and down stairs. Two 10 m distances were completed for each surface. At least 30 s of
rest was given between bouts. Leg strides and caneground contacts were manually counted by separate
researchers using the same handheld tally counters. The
indoor and outdoor level surfaces were always completed
first to allow for an assessment of the participant’s safety
during ambulation. Following those trials, the remaining
three tasks were performed in a randomly assigned order
to minimize the effect of fatigue on the gait pattern.
Upon completion of the protocol, the StepWatch
monitors were removed and the data were downloaded per
the manufacturer’s specification. StepWatch software was
used to process data and report the number of strides taken
during each bout of activity. Data were analyzed using
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PASW Statistics software (IBM; Armonk, New York).
Descriptive data analysis was performed comparing the
manual counts with the recorded StepWatch data for both
stages of this study. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with post hoc pairwise comparison tests
was used to compare accuracy across surfaces and device
location. Huynh-Feldt was used to correct for sphericity. A
Bonferroni correction was used to correct for multiple
comparisons. Finally, a t-test was used to compare the
accuracy between the leg- and cane-mounted StepWatch
devices. Alpha level was set at < 0.05.

RESULTS
Sixteen subjects ranging in age from 67 to 85 yr
(mean 75.6) met qualification criteria and agreed to participate. On level surfaces, every subject ambulated with
a 2-point gait pattern using his or her straight cane. In all
but one case, cadence settings were effectively set for
both leg- and cane-mounted monitoring devices according to the person’s height without any adjustment. The
subject with an ineffective height-based cadence setting
exhibited an antalgic gait pattern, which changed from
trial to trial. With this individual, we were unable to calibrate either StepWatch device. That subject did not complete the study.
Sensitivity setting adjustments were required to calibrate the leg-mounted StepWatch monitors in only seven
of the subjects completing the study (Table). Five of
these subjects required lowering the sensitivity setting,
while two required that the sensitivity setting be raised.
Six of the seven subjects requiring sensitivity modification needed an adjustment of one unit from the default
value. In the remaining case, the subject required a two
unit adjustment from the default setting.
Calibration of the cane-mounted StepWatch devices
required sensitivity setting adjustment in all but one of
the 15 subjects completing the study (Table). The sensitivity setting had to be lowered for the cane-mounted
monitors in 12 of these cases. The remaining two subjects needing modification required the sensitivity setting
be raised. Of the 14 requiring adjustment to the sensitivity setting, 8 required a lowering of the sensitivity by
three or four units and 1 required a decrease in the sensitivity setting by two units.
During stage 1 of the protocol, the calibrated legmounted StepWatch monitors had 98 percent accuracy,

Table.
Sensitivity calibration for leg- and cane-mounted StepWatch devices.

Subject
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Leg-Mounted
Sensitivity
Modification
 1 unit
No adjustment
No adjustment
 1 unit
 1 unit
No adjustment
No adjustment
Unable to calibrate
 1 unit
No adjustment
No adjustment
 2 units
 1 unit
No adjustment
No adjustment
 1 unit

Cane-Mounted
Sensitivity
Modification
 3 units
 3 units
 4 units
 3 units
 1 unit
 4 units
 3 units
Unable to calibrate
 4 units
 1 unit
 3 units
 1 unit
No adjustment
 2 units
 1 unit
 1 unit

while the calibrated cane-mounted monitors had 97 percent accuracy.
For stage 2 of the protocol, aggregated manual and
recorded counts over the entire trial, both indoor and outdoor, resulted in an accuracy measure for the legmounted device of 93.4 percent. The cane-mounted
device recorded an aggregate accuracy of 84.7 percent.
These values were significantly different when compared
using a t-test (p < 0.001).
Specific surfaces were found to have different levels
of accuracy for the leg-mounted and the cane-mounted
monitors (Figure 2). When the surfaces were compared
using the repeated measures ANOVA, there was a main
effect (p < 0.001). With post hoc pairwise comparisons,
the accuracy on the stair surface was significantly lower
than all the other surfaces (p < 0.01). There was no interaction between surface and device. If stairs were
excluded in the aggregation, leg-mounted accuracy was
improved to 95.8 percent and cane-mounted accuracy
was improved to 89.1 percent.
On the whole, the cane-mounted device had lower
accuracies than the leg-mounted monitor. The lowest accuracies for both leg- and cane-mounted StepWatch monitors
were recorded during ambulation on stairs (85.9% ± 10.4%
and 64.0% ± 25.7%, respectively). The surfaces with the
highest accuracy for the cane-mounted StepWatch were the
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Figure 2.
Accuracy of StepWatch during validation trial compared with manually counted leg strides and cane-ground contacts. Stair values
were significantly different from other surfaces when compared using pairwise comparison post hoc for repeated measures analysis
of variance (p < 0.01, < 0.05 with Bonferroni correction). Bars indicate standard error of mean.

sidewalk (92.1% ± 7.9%) and the grass (91.7% ± 4.7%).
Accuracy of the StepWatch on the leg for the same surfaces
was 97.0 ± 2.8 percent (sidewalk), and 95.8 ± 3.7 percent
(grass) (Figure 2). Aggregated accuracy was affected by
individual surface accuracy as well as strides recorded
between trials.

DISCUSSION
We found that short ambulation bouts can be used to
optimize cadence and sensitivity settings for both leg- and
cane-mounted StepWatch devices. Ease of calibration was
affected by the limited stamina of this elderly cohort, so
settings should be optimized using as little iteration as
possible. For leg-mounted units, a judicious approach is to
begin with the settings as recommended by the manufac-

turer. For cane-mounted devices, we recommend starting
the calibration process slightly differently. The cadence
setting may be based on the person’s height, but the starting point for sensitivity calibration may be adjusted to two
units below the default setting to increase calibration efficiency. Alternatively, “jumps” of two sensitivity units
could be made when the trial ambulation bouts report a
mismatch between recorded and observed scores. Tight
turns, leg movement, cane tapping, and cane carrying
affected StepWatch accuracy on the cane-mounted device
in particular. In addition, we found that an antalgic gait
can be prohibitive to accurately calibrate leg- and canemounted StepWatch devices.
For cane users, we found that the leg-mounted StepWatch accurately recorded the number of strides for
ambulation over various surfaces and grades with a combined accuracy of 93.4 percent. The surface accuracy
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ranged from 86 percent on stairs to 97 percent on the
sidewalk. The StepWatch device was more accurate on
nonstair surfaces for the leg-mounted device. Given that
people spend little time walking on stairs, the legmounted device accuracy will allow clinicians to use the
StepWatch in this population with confidence that everyday mobility will be appropriately reflected in longerterm trials.
The cane-mounted StepWatch had an aggregate
accuracy across all surfaces of 85 percent. The specific
surface accuracy ranged from 64 percent on stairs to
92 percent on the sidewalk. Accuracy was improved
when stairs were excluded (89.1%). This is likely related
to the variability with which a cane is utilized. During
ambulation on level surfaces, participants consistently
utilized a 2-point gait pattern, which the StepWatch monitored accurately. While traversing stairs, participants
used a nonreciprocal step-to pattern while gripping a railing, which altered the need for supplementary balance
assistance from the cane. Based on visual feedback, the
decreased accuracy resulted from the tendency of the
subjects to use the cane differently, including carrying the
cane or cane tapping.
In certain populations, monitoring cane usage can be
helpful to the immediate health of the individual. For
example, people with diabetes with plantar ulceration
should ambulate in a way that the ulcer is off-loaded and
often includes the use of an assistive device. By closely
monitoring the use of an assistive device in conjunction
with leg-monitoring, further injury from an excessive
increase of physical stress (steps) [29] can be avoided [8].
Additionally, spikes in physical activity levels have been
associated with an increased risk of skin breakdown [30].
Potentially, using an activity monitor for feedback may
facilitate consistency in physical activity levels, which
could reduce the risk to the integumentary system.
Feedback indicated that the StepWatch can be used
on a cane with little effect on the user’s daily life. Since
the person never has to interact with the StepWatch, compliance is not an issue and its measurements therefore
reflect the utilization of the cane.
Limitations of this study are primarily due to the
cohort studied and the resulting variability of how they
utilized a cane. Cane behaviors like tapping or carrying
may be measured with an activity monitor even though
they may not constitute a true step. Additionally, tight
turns will affect the distance that canes are moved, thus
affecting whether strides are actually recorded or not. In

addition, gait patterns that change secondary to pain, for
instance, may be prohibitively difficult to calibrate. This
will limit the generalizability of the findings to that component of this population.
Also, accuracy for both the leg- and cane-mounted
StepWatch devices may also be biased lower secondary
to the surface protocol used for stage 2 of this study.
Because participants used a step-to pattern on stairs, the
number of strides required to complete the 10 m level
surface walks was approximately half the number
required to complete the stair task. With the disproportionate strides taken on the stairs, the increased weighting
of stair surface accuracy depressed overall accuracy.
Because the prevalence of traversing stairs in real life is
minimal compared with negotiating level surfaces, we
believe the cane-mounted StepWatch accurately reflects
cane usage.
For future work, an analogous StepWatch validation
could be completed on other assistive devices, such as
standard walkers and crutches, which are used by various
populations with mobility disabilities. With further validation, the StepWatch could be used to monitor ambulation of persons using an array of assistive devices in
order to study the everyday activities of persons with
disabilities.

CONCLUSIONS
Calibration of StepWatch monitors can be performed
according to manufacturer’s instructions for both legand cane-mounted devices in a population that uses
ambulation aids. When monitoring community mobility,
placement of a StepWatch on a person and his or her
ambulation aid can accurately document both activity
and device use.
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